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"Can we design things in such a way that people can use it, and do things we didn't anticipate, without breaking the network?"

— Joi Ito, NMC 12 Keynote
Culture

Students are empowered...
Innovation

...to solve problems they face!
The Problem:

How do I arrange my class schedule?
CoursePicker

The Problem:
Creating my class schedule, optimizing it

The Solution:
CoursePicker, build my schedule
Undergrads use this all the time

MIT Support:
Now, CourseWS course schedule service
Then, screenscraping
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*We don't do this in our LMS
The Problem:

How do I find an undergrad research opportunity, or summer internship?
STEMid

The Problem:
Q: How do I find a STEM internship?
A: Go to a million departments, labs, companies

The Solution:
STEMid, national database of STEM internships

MIT Support:
Now, OEIT advising them on next steps
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The Problem:

How do I plan my course schedule over my college career?
CourseRoad

The Problem:
Planning courses over college career

The Solution:
CourseRoad, drag and drop classes, with checks for pre-req/co-req

MIT Support:
Now, use CourseWS & OEIT supporting student this summer
The Problem:
Planning courses over college career

The Solution:
CourseRoad, drag and drop classes, with checks for pre-req/co-req

MIT Support:
Now, use CourseWS & OEIT supporting student this summer
Encourage a **culture** of **innovation**

Students solving student problems!
Start your own program!
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